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1 Background

Massive computing power is required for data engineering
and data analysis. While Hadoop brings us near-at-hand com-
puting clusters, we face challenging issues on resource uti-
lization efficiency for clusters.

There are many challenges to overcome with respect to
the resource waste with production clusters, and it is also
still an open question as to how to improve the efficiency
of resource utilization with data analytics workloads that in-
volve multiple data processings among many kind of appli-
cations. A data analytics business workload includes many
relational database processings and matrix calculations, such
as machine learning algorithms. The workloads require sev-
eral kinds of applications and do not usually have period-
icity in load increase, but most existing approaches such as
[5, 4, 6] have strong assumptions regarding types of applica-
tions (e.g., web-based or heavily-data-loading applications)
or workloads (e.g., periodicity in load increase). To avoid
the difficulty of predicting task behaviors, some existing pre-
diction techniques, such as Quasar [3], focus on predicting
“job” behaviors, but we would argue that they potentially
over- or under-collocate tasks due to differences among indi-
vidual task behaviors, such as skew. Because of such differ-
ences, resource usage for individual tasks differs even when
they are part of the same job.

2 Proposal

In this poster presentation, we explore the possibility of task-
based resource usage prediction for efficient task scheduling.
Our prediction technique has two important design features;
prediction in a computing framework layer and estimation of
resource usage “levels” in tasks. Computing framework lay-
ers such as MapReduce [2] contain abstract information about
the behavior of running tasks [1], and it is possible to ob-
tain from a computing framework a job name, a class name
for the program, the amount of input data, and program pa-
rameters. This information enables us to extract both quan-
titative and qualitative characteristics of tasks even without
a deep knowledge of the application code. For example, we
can utilize the number of input records for a reduce-task in
a MapReduce job in order to inform a task scheduler of how
much memory space the task is expected to be consumed in
loading the records into the memory. Information observed
in the computing framework layer is used to generate a clas-
sifier for resource usage levels by means of executing a naive
Bayes classification algorithm.

Another key concept is the prediction of a “level” estima-
tion for resource usage in tasks. A level of resource usage is
an indication of the degree of resources the task will require,
e.g., the number of digits of memory usage. By utilizing the
predicted level of resource usage, a task scheduler can assign
a task on a server with an approximate necessary-amount of
resources. The predicted level is also a good guide for avoid-
ing over- or under-collocating tasks.

3 Preliminary Experiments

We have conducted preliminary experiments of our prediction
technique with 692 MapReduce jobs that consist of Hive jobs
issuing TPC-H queries and typical Mahout jobs, and results
suggest that it offers the possibility of helping a task scheduler
improve resource efficiency for a cluster and to reduce perfor-
mance degradation in tasks. Prediction accuracy for CPU and
heap memory usage rise as high as 81% and 70%, respec-
tively. The accuracy of estimating the size of a file output to
a local file system and to a Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) rise as high as 77% and 87%, respectively. The frac-
tion of cases of performance degradation caused by wrong
prediction are 11% for CPU usage, 7% for heap memory uti-
lization, 13% for the output file size on a local file system,
and 5% for that on HDFS.
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